
se:cube  
The pod solution  

for open-plan offices
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Introducing a new dimension in agile working.
How a space unit creates new places.

Open space concepts, flexibility and new working styles shape the offices of the future. This brings  
a lot of advantages. Well-established structures are replaced, communication and cooperation are  
improved. Short distances, flexible meetings and spontaneous exchange shape the space and everyday 
working life of the future.

And what about concentrated work? For certain tasks, focus, silence and some distance from the envi- 
ronment are necessary. The office cube solution is one way of settling down from external influences  
and leaving disturbing noises “outside”. But it also applies the other way round: Where meetings can  
take place in small groups or telephone calls can be made without affecting others?

The se:cube – for work, for a break, for everyone.
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of employees report 

that the biggest distractions of working in an open-plan 
environment are colleagues having loud telephone  
conversations or an unscheduled meeting taking place.

Source: Forbes

of employees say 

that they need more privacy to concentrate.

Source: University of Sydney

58 %76 %
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Small meetings or focussing on work

Conference call and discussion

Personal call or focusing on work

Small meetings or focussing on work

Conference call and discussion

Personal call or focusing on work

Static single workstations. 

A standard office is organised according to defined 
structures and patterns. Work is more static and less 
flexible.

Agile workspace concepts. 

An office with an open space concept and an individual 
design enables a flexible, dynamic workflow. Exchange 
and cooperation are promoted.

Between proximity and distance. 
 
When the work determines space.

Smart furnishings are fundamental in an office landscape where space is at a premium and has to be used 
efficiently. Proximity between different workstations enables ideal communication and cooperation.  
What can different work environments look like, and what happens when the work determines the space?

Whether a long telephone call, a small group meeting or concentrated individual work: the se:cube is  
the office cube element that creates a perfect symbiosis of proximity and distance. With a bright design 
and large glass surfaces, it creates transparency so users aren’t entirely isolated. The se:cube fits  
harmoniously into its surroundings, just like a piece of furniture.

Within its four walls, ideas and productivity can truly unfold.

Meetings in a small group or focused working

Conference call or discussion session

Small meeting or focused working

Phone call or focused working

Conference call or discussion session
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A place that invites you to work alone  
in total peace or to make extended phone calls. 
The se:cube offers optimum acoustic shielding 

from the surrounding area – both inwardly  
and outwardly.

A place that’s perfect for small meetings  
and short brainstorming sessions  

with colleagues, yet still provides a barrier 
against disturbing outside noise.

A place to meet with colleagues where you’re  
not distracted by external noise and  

you also won’t disturb others at work.

A place to retreat to and reflect.  
Here, you can relax for a few moments  

and gather strength for your  
next meetings.

Concentrate

Collaborate

Communicate

Contemplate

Three sizes, many possibilities.
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Especially suitable for phone calls  
and concentrated individual work.  
For one to two people.

Glazed on  
one side

Glazed on  
two sides

Concentrate Communicate Collaborate Contemplate

The se:cube can also be ordered without furniture as an option.
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se:cube S: 1500 x 1000 mm
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Glazed on  
one side

Glazed on  
two sides

Concentrate Communicate Collaborate Contemplate

The se:cube can also be ordered without furniture as an option.
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Ideal for small meetings or focused working.  
For one to four people.

se:cube M: 2000 x 1500 mm
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Glazed on  
one side

Glazed on  
two sides

Concentrate Communicate Collaborate Contemplate

The se:cube can also be ordered without furniture as an option.
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Ideal for video conferences, meetings 
and small brainstorming sessions. 
For up to eight people.
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se:cube L: 2500 x 2500 mm
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Harmonious

You’re free to choose any colour from the Interface Composure Collection: 

Here are some examples:

Carpet

Deliberate Isolation TranscribeContemplate Content

Exterior finish

Standard colour

The standard carpet colour 
Interface Composure

R78  pebble grey

R88  fjord green

R79  stone grey

R89  pistachio green

R70  graphite black

R86  curry yellow

R90  wasabi green

R77  light grey

R87  sand beige

R93  antique pink

A14  pure white

Seclusion WavePewter Willow Amber
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Interior walls
Structure Colours

White/
grey

Yellow/
green

Blue/
purple

Brown/
orange

9XP_X60003

Xpress

91P

Nova

4TW_T60004

Twist

9AS_S60095

Atlantic

T60004

X60162 X62002 X66008 X61183

X60003 X68002 X68107 X61003

91P 91S

91T

91N

91E

91Q

91U

T60076 T62066
Melange

T68118
Melange

T60076
Melange

T67004
Melange

T67004

T61104
Melange

S60061

S60095 S68050 S61078

S61105

S60011 S67015 S66063 S63034
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Design to suit individual taste.

Soft Being

There are four colour palettes to choose from.

Urban Living

Smart Balance

Multi Creation

More information is available at: www.sedus.com

You can create a design that’s unique to you with the Online Configurator.
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A space brimming with possibilities. 
 
Looking towards the future while setting new standards.

It’s a space that inspires, allows users to work independently and adapts to an extremely wide range 
of requirements. Available in three different sizes and several design variants, the se:cube offers the 
perfect solution for the future of agile working. Its sophisticated structure ensures the ideal acoustics 
and atmosphere. The presence detector controls both lighting and ventilation, thus guaranteeing that 
nothing more and nothing less than the power actually needed is consumed. The red, all-round LED 
lighting indicates whether the module is occupied at any given time, and the individual colour scheme 
and the freely selectable interior round off the office cube solution. It’ll therefore be a perfect match 
with the furniture in the surrounding area.

Has your office landscape changed? The se:cube can be assembled and dismantled without a great deal 
of effort, and moving it to its new location is an absolute doddle thanks to the unique lift technology. 
 
The new way of working starts now.
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Technical information

The se:cube doesn’t just dazzle due to its timeless design; its technical features are excellent too:  
Sedus has thought of everything, from the lighting to the ventilation. In addition to the standard  
features, there’s also a range of optional elements that can be installed and supplemented.

Optional: The all-round, red strip of LEDs indicates
whether the se:cube is occupied at any given time.

Standard: Neutral white 4000 K
Optional: Dimmable as an additional feature

LED panel

Standard: Toughened safety glass 
Optional: Laminated safety glass with acoustic film

Safety glass

All-round, red presence lighting

Standard: Covered with fabric 
Optional: Integrated whiteboard

Acoustic panels

With an integrated cable system

Unique lightweight panels
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Short assembly times thanks to the innovative 
lift technology. This also makes it extremely 
easy to move the se:cube to a new location, 
without any need for disassembly.

Temperature and CO2 sensors: 
concealed and nearly noiseless

Ventilation

Door

Weight

People needed  
for assembly

Assembly  
time

Relocation

Size S

330 kg 640 kg 900 kg

M L

3 h

1,5 h

4 h

1,5 h

5 h

1,5 h

se:cube specifics

The se:cube has been safety-tested by TÜV Rheinland. 

Control

Standard: The presence detector features a CO2 sensor 
and controls the space fully automatically.

Optional: A switch for manual settings  
(dimmable light, adjustable ventilation)

Frame: Powder-coated aluminium
with a graphite-textured surface

Standard: Glass door 
Optional: Glass door with lowerable floor seal

Standard: Integrated in the wall panels
(all Sedus colours available)

Optional: Flexible, adjustable furniture

Furniture
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An ingenious design right down  
to the last detail.
Variable, functional, stylish.

The se:cube cuts a conspicuously inconspicuous figure due to its timeless design.  
The design variants and details of the room module complement the modern office perfectly.

Furniture design.
Rounded desktops fit into the se:cube harmoniously.

Rounded corners.
The rounded corners add a timeless and puristic touch  
to the se:cube’s overall design.

The whiteboard.
The integrated whiteboard gives small working groups  
the option of noting down their ideas and key points.

LED display.
With the red, all round strip of LEDs, you can see  
at a glance when the se:cube is occupied.
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Practical solutions.
Socket modules, double USB chargers and plug connections 
are attached within easy reach – above the desk.

Atmosphere.
The interior and the customised furniture make the se:cube feel completely cosy.

Features.
Optional: An integrated monitor can be ideally used  
for presentations and video conferences.

Lighting.
The LED lighting switches on when someone enters  
the se:cube and provides pleasant light.
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Company certificates

Outstanding for  
humankind and the environment.
Throughout its 145-year-long history, sustainability has always played a central role at Sedus, even 
when this expression didn’t exist. A responsible use of resources and respect and appreciation for staff 
have been engrained in our corporate culture since the word go. However, we have always been, and  
remain, sustainable, due to the very fact that we produce high-quality products which result in tangible 
benefits. Products which help people and bring joy to their lives. Some items of our furniture have 
been in use by our customers for decades – which is perhaps the greatest example of sustainability.

The se:cube also reflects these values. Even during the development phase, the focus was clearly on 
customer benefits and the environmental footprint. For example, ecological compatibility was taken 
into account. We also attached a great deal of importance to resource conservation and recyclability. 
These are principles that have shaped how Sedus operates since the very beginning. 
 
More information is available at: www.sedus.com
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sedus.com

se:cube 
is the office cube solution for open-plan offices.  
The optimum acoustic shielding, the integrative design 
as well as the simple installation make it the ideal  
solution for agile work.”
S‡dus Design Team

“


